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It begins with the body. He is a surfer. That means that he

stands on water with the aid of a primitive tool, sites his position

against landmarks on the shore, judges the disposition of the
water by its height on the horizon, feels his weight upon it, waits.

Then the force that is inexorable to all mortals, that drives the

heavenly masses, wells up beneath him, drives him, he stikes a

balance, sets his eye on his endpoint, waits. And when ifs over he

knows something more than before, but not in the province of

words. He'll always have the surge to throw his body against, and

each time he'll learn anew, and the force thatimbued himwith

that knowledge will have vanished from the senses.

Other times, the artistJim Denevan will stand on the shore

wielding a primitive tool, a stick or pole, a board or an old rake.

He'll check his weight against the tool, assess the force required

to make a mark in the hard-packed sand. He'll set his sights on

the landmarks, site the point of beginning, nominate an end.

Then he'll begin to make his line. He is the force now. There is no

measuremenl just the distance the tool travels when held just so

and his body pivots, and one foot falls before another. "My

movement has a present Where I want to be, thafs the future.

When I move, the line has a pasl"

He doesn't plan his images in some other medium because

they belong only to the sand, ice, soil, or whatever other

transitory surface he imprints them on. They five in the making.
"I live to dance," he says of his relationship with the earth, wind,

and water. The dance can be a very precise one, but not because

he is mediating it through intellection. His curves, for example,

are sometimes illushations of a Fibonacci seies, the numerical

order in which each number is the sum of the previous two. He's

always known this, his mother was an accomplished
mathematician. But the math exists because it correlates to
quantities such as the length of the legs that comport Denevan's

195 - centimeter body. His art is formed of a map of his body

scaled upon a map of the world.
Then there is the other part of Jim Denevan's life, the part that

has earned him the means to make ephemeral art. He is a chef
whose guiding culinary concept is that food should not come to
us, butwe should go to iL (An idea perhaps cultivated by his
brother- one of his eight siblings - aleading organic furmer in

the northern California region where he's spent his life). He
leads a traveling feast, Outstanding in the Field, that treks the
nation from farm to farm, orchestrating impromptu dinners in a
manner not unlike the way he makes his art Food, the result of

relentlessly organized human movemen! is tlere, we're there.
Ifs gone, we're gone. Again, the line spirals back to the dictates
ofthe body.

Ifs true that he began his earth art at the time his mother fell

ill with Alzheimefs disease, but ifs too fucile to connect the
nature of his artwith the progress of that affliction as it

dispossesses the mind of its cognitive power. Yes, the model

serves, but the urgency with which Jim Denevan makes his art
preceded the history. He did not site the endpointwhen he began

the line.
There is math, there is order, rhythm, music. There is the

phantom of love that invades life and consciousness and draws us
in, and there is the inevitable tide, or wind, or change of

temperature that wipes the world clean to begin again. Or not -

life is real, but fleeting. It drives through us and leaves its traces.
We know sometlfng more, but not in the province of words.
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